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ABSTRACT 

Right now word superstition implies misrepresentation and jabber talks, in the second 

importance the word truth, the primary word is reality, the word truth implies the first being valid 

and antiauthority. In any case, the term is characterized as the impression of the real world and 

furthermore it characterizes on dread of the obscure and confidence in enchantment. It centers 

around the most significant parts of the reasons for superstition are numbness, battling religion, 

go getters misuse and oblivious minding with some logical shortcomings. In the general public 

the number of superstitions are going on with the various issues in the network in the in the mean 

time we need to play it safe to annihilate and to give with the proposed cures like reasoning 

emphatically, parental rules, instructor rules, illuminating the crusades, job of media and building 

up the logical mentality, logical reasoning and teachings of the logical strategies in day to day 

life, right now can defeat from the superstitions in the general public to change the ways of life 

of the cutting edge period. 
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INTRODUCTION 

A Regardless of which some portion of world you will discover the individuals accept certain 

convictions and superstitions and India is no exemption right now. Despite the fact that the 

Indian culture is quick advancing, there are numerous individuals who are still superstitions and 

have a solid confidence in the neighborhood convictions; the majority of the convictions have 

begun from Indian strict writings and sacred texts, dharmasindhu, a Sanskrit sacred writing. 

Recommends the everyday practices designs for the devotees of Hindu religion without doling 

out any sensible rationale for its mandates.  

The standard view point is that the greater part of Indian convictions has sprung with a goal to 

ensure from fiendish spirits, yet a few divine beings set apart by the hostile stare, stars that 

influence natural activities these are only some superstitious wonder that motivates dread. We 

can see the superstition. In this way as consistency a sort of consolation against vacillation as if 

we are a piece of an in vulnerable secret with limitless guidelines. All superstitions stay as 

outward articulations of the pressures and nerves that hold path over mankind as it battles down. 
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Meaning of the Word Superstition  

The significance and scholarly term of the superstition. The word superstition signifies "lie, vain 

and jabber talk" and however it is important to explain the significance of two words reality also, 

truth to find a workable pace significance of the expression superstition. Whatever is on the 

planet or universe implies reality. For instance, a tree is a reality and that the vine leaves are 

green in summer is a reality as well. Also, when we state points, more attractive, paradise and 

hellfire are truth, it implies that there are and they have presence, we are at the degree of the 

second significance of the word "truth". 

 Truth signifies "the first being valid and antiauthority "however the term is characterized as "the 

view of the real world" superstitions are its plural". It implies that in the event that we have the 

idea of something or get something and it is our understanding which is out of psyche, it 

comprehends reality. The term superstition implies the talking, conviction or understanding and 

your conviction is superstition.  

Superstition Practices  

 A conviction or method for carrying on that depends on dread of the obscure and confidence in 

enchantment or need: a conviction that specific occasions or thing will bring fortunate or 

unfortunate karma. A conviction or work on, coming about from numbness, dread of the obscure, 

trust or in enchantment or possibility or a bogus origination of alert. An unreasonable item 

mentality of psyche toward the too common. Nature or god coming about because of 

superstition.  

Starting point of Superstition  

Quite a long time ago life was amazingly dangerous and the focal element of everyday presence 

was pre occupation with the clarification for the alleviation of human mishap, fancies of climatic 

and land conditions. Threatening neighborhood, dread of predators and so on, were steady 

concern of the human culture during those days. These things may have affected for the 

superstitious conduct which are being conveyed till date, with make ladies married to the maybe 

there is an unshaken confidence in extraordinary fixes.  

Mystical cures and otherworldly marvels which may have convinced to stay superstitious even 

right now reason and logical advancement. All things considered there is a segment of the 

general public which controllers the psyche of the individuals to further their potential benefit 

and a mass riches furthermore, power displaying supposed marvels and otherworldly 

accomplishments under the snatch of perfect favors.  
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These god men, babas, buvas, matajis and maharajas are fundamental transporters of 

superstitions and have their fortification on maharashtrian society. Instructed and exclusive class 

additionally underpins these god men to ensure their squandered advantages. This class has 

totally curved the importance of superstition under the name of confidence.  

The Most Important Aspects of the Causes of Superstition  

1. Obliviousness  

The most significant factor which makes superstition in social orders is numbness. In the past 

certain individuals considered circular occasions similar to the fierceness of god. While, if the 

reason for obscure was clear for individuals, such convictions have no place among individuals 

or a few people call sniffling pausing signal while in therapeutic science plainly sniffling with a 

remote item particularly a delicate article is to evacuate outside material from the nose. So also, 

numbness made various superstitions in religions.  

For instance, a few gatherings such Stop (truly implies entire grains) as a result of liberality, 

mysterious information and other great things that they see from imam, couldn't appropriately 

clarified and break down such issues and knew them as guise of superstition and blasphemy and 

hostile to Islamic developments. Thus, absolutely, numbness is one of the most significant 

reasons for superstitions in social orders.  

2. Battling Religion  

Heartless and self-important men who saw the soul of religion as opposed to their practices. 

Legitimately or in a roundabout way, battled with the religion. One of the roundabout methods 

for battle with the religion is making superstitions in strict networks. The passage of superstitions 

in strict lessons breakdown religion and degrade its legitimacy and predominant superstitions in 

the general public not just make society fell yet additionally conventional lessons will change 

their place with the lessons of the superstitious in the convictions "(what's more, of practices of 

adherents.  

The Jews had more relationship with Muslims than some other sacred writing and in this case, it 

implies that the greatest exertion in excusing the customary platitudes was from them. Along 

these lines, one of the primary wellsprings of society in which is getting comfortable with the 

religion, for example, customary truisms is blended in with thousands of superstitions and it is 

exceptionally hard to identify right from wrong chronicled, interpretational just as different 

sources are not special cases. 

3. Misuse of superstitious belief  

Some of misdirection and sharp individuals have utilized superstition as an approach to pick up 

riches or their insidious musings in issues, for example, desire. Numerous individuals increase a 

lot of budgetary income in supplication composing, every day horoscope expectations. 
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Particularly ladies are being exposed to sexual and moral misuse. This issue is so predominant 

and evident in the general public that needn't bother with more clarification. It appears that these 

factors are the fundamental driver of superstitions in guaranteed society. There is factor which 

are powerful in making superstition however are not basic like the three referenced for example, 

1) The human inclination to legend making which causes distortion in clarifying a few capacities 

of strict figures. 2) Ignorant mindful: a few people with misrepresenting maxims need to make 

love in individuals with respect to strict issues especially among certain Sufis. 3) Some 

researcher logical shortcoming and blunders in giving strict instruction.  

Superstitions and Religion  

Superstition is offspring of numbness and mother of hopelessness. Supernatural occurrences are 

incomprehensible as well as they are inconceivable by any man fit for intuition. Numbness is the 

dirt where conviction and supernatural occurrences develop. The man who can't think isles than 

man, the man who fears to believe is a swindler himself, the man who fears to believe is 

superstitions slave. Reason is the light, the sun, of the cerebrum: it is the compass of brain. 

Consecrated people group creates nothing.  

They are parasite. They state: "Accept and give". The man who quits symbol of wood or stone is 

only a dolt as he appeals to an envisioned god. Religion can't change humankind in light of the 

fact that religion is bondage. Religion doesn't show confidence, autonomy, masculinity, 

boldness, self-preservation. Religion makes god an ace and man the serf. Religion has 

consistently been the foe of study of examination and thought. Religion has never made man 

good, mild, productive, fair and free. That man has never gotten any assistance from paradise, 

that the sum total of what penances have been futile and all supplications have passed on 

unanswered in the inconsiderate air.  

Common Superstition practices in Society  

1. Divination, soothsaying, forecast 2. Gotten phantoms 3. Being unfortunate of number thirteen 

4. The sanctification of Jumada and plants. 5. Supplication composing by some merchant 6. 

Petition composing 7. Opening book 8. Knowing sniffling as a sight of pausing. 9. Considering a 

few creatures unfortunate (for instance, it is said that the crow is a crossed flying creature). 10. 

Considering a few creatures fortunate (for instance, it is said that snake is a fortunate creature). 

11. Not cutting nail in sometime in the future. 12. Not moving in sometime in the future 13. 

Pouring bubbling water on the ground consume the jinn. 14. Putting the blood of the unfortunate 

casualties on the entryway of the house or feline and so on, 15. Composing from some specific 

subject 16. Scouring the dark develop temple of a child. 17. Many superstitions about rainbow. 

18. Breaking eggs to relive some eyes. 19. Lighting candles in specific spots for the should be 

legitimate 20. Jumping to do some ordinary individuals had a fantasy and a huge number of 

different superstitions that are not spoken to here.  
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Superstitions in Solar overshadowing  

Sun powered shroud is a characteristic marvel that happens when the moon comes in the middle 

of the sun and the earth, blocking light from the sun. This cast an enormous shadow on the earth. 

During this time the sun's crown turns out to be obviously noticeable. Different planets like the 

mercury and Venus also divide the sun and the earth yet they are excessively far away to cause a 

sway. The moon then again is multiple times nearer to the earth and during the sun oriented 

overshadowing they look equivalent estimated. Superstitions Sun powered obscuration has been 

generally seen as a foreboding murmur and in this manner superstitions possess large amounts of 

relationship with this characteristic wonder.  

1) Depending on the way of life, it is accepted that during the overshadow the sun is gulped by 

devils, mythical beasts or fiendish canines. 2) Pregnant ladies have customarily been waxed to 

remain inside and don't to cut vegetables in the event that they needed solid children without 

innate peculiarities. 3) Pregnant lady are likewise kept from sewing so that they don't have 

disfigured kids. 4) People lock themselves inside to stay away from the terrible beams of the 

overshadowed sun. 5) Some individuals clean themselves in heavenly streams during an 

overshadow. 6) There are numerous who don't look overshadow days on the grounds that they 

accept that germs proliferate during this time. As of now the Indian soothsayers are anticipating 

fate and catastrophe as a result of the sun powered shroud not just in India yet in china and the 

south east. They have anticipated shared pressures and political deaths.  

The Rational changes challenge  

The sound and the logically disposed have from the start tested the superstitions that exist and 

are willing to foresee something else. They intend to additionally instruct the overall population 

and have as of now convinced at that point do to away with deceptions and treat. The 

overshadowing as normal marvel. Having alleviated their feelings of trepidation. Individuals 

have been turning out in enormous numbers in the ongoing years to see the overshadowing so 

much so the logical discussion's Tamil Nadu section soon came up short on supply of sun based 

channels.  

Individuals are in any event, going long separation to see this once in a lifetime scene. A Delhi 

based association. SPACE which is endeavoring to make science and cosmology mainstream 

among youngsters is taking intrigued people to Varanasi in Uttar Pradesh and to samara close 

Patna in the territory of Bihar to see the sun powered obscuration. Boeing 737-700 has been 

outlined by Cox and rulers to empower individuals to see the overshadowing from a 'sun side' 

seat at 41,000 feet on a three-hour departure from Delhi. To the favored not many, who have 

paid 1,600 dollars to savor this scene, specialists will clarify the goings on there is a 90% 

possibility of survey the overshadowing on this flight while there is just a 40% possibility on the 

ground.  
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Precautionary measures  

1. Watch the shroud through exceptionally made survey glasses or through sun based channels 

intended to see the sun. The pin-opening projection strategy is the most secure way. 2. Recollect 

that the sun's beams can debilitate or cause lasting eye harm when seen through the exposed eye. 

3. Abstain from viewing the sun based obscuration through binoculars or telescope. 4. Abstain 

from watching the shroud utilizing shades, smoked glass. Highly contrasting film, shading film 

or negatives. 5. Continuously watch the sun based obscuration under the direction of specialists.  

Proposed Remedies 

1. Thinking positive: one should figure positive and attempt to create disposition towards 

challenges as well as pairs errands. This can be accomplished through perusing, tuning in and 

watching positive material in type of books. Life story, sound video implies and so forth., so as 

to dispose of the disappointment disorder. 2. Parental direction: guardians have a significant 

influence in evacuating all the feelings of trepidation and convictions in superstitions through 

close to home direction and genuine models. 3. Educator's direction: instructor ought to support 

sound conversations in the study hall to get an away from of what's the valid and what's an 

untruth.  

This can scatter understudy's confidence in superstitions. 4. Crusades and different occasions: 

government and other non-legislative associations can edify the blurred personalities with 

different occasions and crusades which can be viable instruments in taking out legends. 5. Job of 

media: different methods for media can contribute to an enormous degree in getting a change 

mentality towards these convictions. The media should act more duty towards the youthful age 

as opposed to conveying about their TRP's. 

Projects to Eradicate Superstitions in Community  

1. Projects for spreading and teaching logical standpoint a) Public gatherings and talks on 

different points pseudo sciences like Vastushastra, Phalajyotish (crystal gazing). b) Vidyavahini 

programs like Grantham yatra (books show) Vishay yatra (science presentation). Akshadarshanc 

portable planetarium), protection of condition and so on. 2. Creating curious and basic 

action/demeanor: Exercises are prepared in getting up individuals and teaching this demeanor in 

workshops and camps, college and universities educators partake in these projects. 3. Helpful 

analysis of religion: Exhibition to restrict creature penance: jata mukti (cutting) the made a 

difference tresses of young ladies and sparing them from being committed to goddess 

Yellamma). Uncovering false Babs-Buvas-Mata's Fakirs and preachers guaranteeing 

otherworldly powers.  
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Destinations of Eradication of Superstition  

1. To advance the science information. 2. To create logical reasoning. 3. To provide food the 

individual brain towards science. 4. To inspire the logical reasoning. 5. To tap the network 

individuals. 6. To fortify the logical ideas. 7. To maintain a strategic distance from the visually 

impaired convictions. 8. To build up the logical temper in a person. 9. To negate the visually 

impaired convictions. 10. To create logical mentality, logical technique, logical application, 

logical intrigue and so forth., among the people.  

Significance of Eradication of Superstitions  

1. To know the genuine information. 2. To think in a methodical manner. 3. To get a science 

information update. 4. To think fundamentally in a methodical way. 5. To build up the success 

towards science. 6. To scatter the visually impaired conviction. 7. To kill superstition in the 

network. 8. To confine the logical reasoning and logical thinking. 9. Steps to Eradicate 

Superstition Have you become a captive to superstitions? Do you hurry to the opposite side of 

the road when you see a dark feline? Do you recoil whenever you inadvertently step on a split, or 

feel persuaded that your day will be destroyed as a result of it? Have you at any point split a 

mirror, and feet crushed that your life would have been horrendous for the following seven 

years? In the event that this seems like you, at that point it's an ideal opportunity to break those 

superstitions propensities and to discover that you have the ability to make your claim karma.  

1. Become familiar with the starting points of the superstitions you put stock in one approach to 

defeat your superstitious convictions is to learn where they originate from the possibility that it's 

misfortune to stroll under a stepping stool originated from in any case. For model, did you realize 

that the conviction that it's misfortune to stroll under a stepping stool originated from the 

possibility that it was risky to stroll in a region where work apparatuses are liable to fall? The 

more you expose these superstitions, the more you'll see that while they might be enjoyable to 

put stock in, they have no establishment in actuality.  

Here are some other amazing roots of basic superstitions: In eighteenth century London, 

umbrellas with metal spokes got well known, and opening them inside turned into a danger. 

Along these lines, it became normal information that opening an umbrella inside was considered 

"misfortune" in spite of the fact that this was truly. The superstition that spilling salt was viewed 

as terrible karma started in 3,500 B.C. with the antiquated Sumerians. In any case, this came 

about on the grounds that salt was such a prized item in those days, not on the grounds that 

spilling salt has any inalienable capacity to impact your karma.  

2. Understand that there's no reasonable verification that these superstitions can influence your 

life. Is there any genuine explanation that the number 13 ought to be unfortunate? For what 

reason should dark felines be more unfortunate than some other feline? Can finding a lucky 

charm truly cause favorable luck to pour downward on your head? In the event that a hare's foot 

was extremely fortunate, wouldn't the first proprietor (that is, the hare) despite everything own 
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it? In spite of the fact that you may accept that reasoning judiciously is unimportant when it 

comes to superstitions, in the event that you need to beat your fixation on them, at that point you 

need to utilize basic thinking to arrive. Superstitions lie in age-old customs. In the same way as 

other conventions, they keep on being established, yet they don't truly fill a need.  

3. Consider which superstitions cause standard burden to you. Are you continually beginning at 

the fantastic to keep away from stepping on breaks to the point of finding individuals in the city? 

Do you take twisting dissuades so as to abstain from stepping on breaks to the point of finding 

individuals in the city? Do you take twisting alternate routes in request to abstain from 

intersection the way of a dark feline? The superstitions which mess up you on a standard premise 

are the ones you should concentrate on first, might be you burned through ten additional minutes 

strolling to work since you feel that no doubt about it "fortunate" way.  

May be you run back home and are late for a coffee shop date to put on your "fortunate" hoops. 

On the off chance that you [put on] truly consider it, you may find that your superstitions 

convictions are as a matter of fact causing you hurt as opposed to brining your karma. Ask 

yourself if the tension you partner with following various superstitions is truly presenting to you 

any great vitality.  

4. Maintain a strategic distance from superstitions convictions when deciding. When deciding, 

depend on presence of mind and a sound example of thinking rather than odd emotions what's 

more, bolstered powerful signs. in the event that your companion inquires you to meet her at a 

specific spot, take the way that bodes well rather than the "good for one", when you stroll to 

work, wear the attire that is most proper for the climate rather than your "fortunate" coat at the 

point when it's 80 degrees outside.  

Let reason oversee your decisions, not superstition. Start little first on the off chance that you 

spill some salt don't toss it over your shoulder and see what occurs. At that point you can work 

toward staying away from superstitions that alarm you more. For example, petting a dark feline 

or strolling under a stepping stool.  

5. Understand that you have the ability to make your own karma. You can't control all the 

conditions throughout your life; you can control how you respond to them and what you do about 

it. This is definitely more significant than being fortunate or unfortunate. Everybody manages 

misfortune from time to time a few people more than others lamentably and while you can't 

control the not exactly perfect conditions you may confront you do have control over attempting 

to confront them with an uplifting disposition and of making an arrangement to improve your 

conditions as opposed to suspecting superstitions or customs can influence the result of your life. 

It can be agreeable to trust in superstitions on the grounds that this makes it harder for you to 

assume responsibility for you possess life. On the off chance that you acknowledge that you have 

the ability to make yourself succeed or come up short, you'll normally be terrified or reluctant to 

push ahead.  
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 6. Expect the best rather than the most exceedingly awful Something else you can do to get into 

the mentality that superstitious convictions are unessential is to with the exception of the best 

things to occur for you rather than just envisioning the most noticeably terrible potential results 

in some random circumstance. on the off chance that you're persuaded that everything will turn 

out badly for you, at that point you'll be substantially more liable to encounter a strife or a 

misfortune. On the off chance that you feel that you're going to have an extraordinary day, at that 

point all things considered, it will occur for you and you won't have to follow any superstitions 

to arrive. Many individuals put stock in superstitions since they think their lives are loaded up 

with misfortune wherever they turn, furthermore, that they have to follow certain superstitions 

like not whistling inside, to avoid the misfortune. On the off chance that you accept that there is 

goodness and love wherever you turn, at that point you would not require superstitions to give 

your life meaning.  

Conclusion  

Superstitions are the kinds of conviction's practices or ceremony nonsensically kept up by 

numbness of the laws of nature or by confidence in enchantment or possibility. Superstitions 

assumes significant job to create positive perspectives in certain circumstances and in certain 

circumstances it become an awful practice. Superstitions and visually impaired confidence are 

two of the most vulnerable mental amount of any individual on earth not just with Indian society. 

It is difficult to change society on entire yet yes as a singular one can receive changes in way of 

life and convictions. Today science and innovation developing quick, so we should create logical 

mentality among the individuals to kill superstitions. 
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